
    
This is an opportunity for you to consider what you have begun to learn about your 
contemporary artist’s  habits. This exercise is meant to assist you in your RESEARCH. 
As you know, you will be creating an Imagined Collaboration with this contemporary 
artist, so it is crucial that you know who they are, beyond a simple biography & well 
beyond surface details.  The more you know about your artist, the more effective you 
will be as a collaborative partner & in writing a thoughtful research paper. 

This exercise should involve RESEARCH {books, magazines, legit websites, journals} 
You will attach a correctly formatted & TYPED Chicago Style bibliography/works cited 
page to this Artist Bio-Poem, that should include at least THREE sources. Details on 
how to accurately site your research, using Chicago Style formatting can be found here: 
http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html

ARTIST-BIO POEM Formula to follow:
In order to complete this exercise, you must first thoughtfully research your artist!
Consider your artist’s habits, formal themes, conceptual themes, materials used, artistic 
process, various bodies of work, their identity, their audience & their connection to the 
history of art. 

Line 1: First name
LIne 2: Traits that describe your artist’s work {four items}
Line 3: Friend of_________________ {list three items}
Line 4: Lover of _________________ {list three items}
Line 5: Who feels________________ {list three items}
Line 6: Who needs_______________ {list three items}
Line 7: Who fears ________________{list three items}
Line 8: Who makes_______________ {list three items}
Line 9: Who thinks________________{list three items}
LIne 10: Who dreams______________{list three items}
Line 11: Resident of________________
LIne 12: Last name 

After thoughtful research, complete your Artist-Bio Poem, using the formula above. This 
will be typed on a separate piece of paper, along with your Chicago Style works cited 
information.
This exercise is due at the START of surface studio next week.
Monday {9/29}
Tuesday {9/30}

You must turn in a physical copy of your typed poem & bibliography at 9:30am. Details 
about where to print files can be found in the WASH Packet.
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